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	Pro Puppet, Second Edition, now updated for Puppet 3, is an in-depth guide to installing, using, and developing the popular configuration management tool Puppet.


	Puppet provides a way to automate everything from user management to server configuration. You'll learn how Puppet has changed in the latest version, how to use it on a variety of platforms, including Windows, how to work with Puppet modules, and how to use Hiera.


	Puppet is a must-have tool for system administrators, and Pro Puppet will teach you how to maximize its capabilities and customize it for your environment.


	Install and configure Puppet to immediately start automating tasks and create reporting solutions


	Learn insider tricks and techniques to better manage your infrastructure


	Become a Puppet expert!


	What you’ll learn

	
		How to use Puppet to administer Linux, Unix, and Windows systems
	
		Best practices for at-scale deployment
	
		How to write reusable puppet modules for yourself and for the community
	
		How to use numerous tools around Puppet such as rspec-puppet, Geppetto, and PuppetDB
	
		Advanced Puppet Features such as Hiera and Mcollective



	Who this book is for


	System administrators who need to quickly get into the details of configuration management with Puppet. You don't need previous Puppet experience, but it will help if you've had some experience with configuration management.


	For errata to this book, please visit the authors' error github at: https://github.com/pro-puppet/pro-puppet-errata


	Table of Contents

	
		Getting Started with Puppet
	
		Building Hosts with Puppet
	
		Working with Environments
	
		Scaling Puppet 
	
		Externalizing Puppet Configuration
	
		Exporting and Storing Configuration
	
		Puppet Consoles
	
		Tools and Integration
	
		Reporting with Puppet
	
		Extending Facter and Puppet
	
		MCollective
	
		Hiera: Separating Data From Code
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Teach Yourself VISUALLY Flash CS4 ProfessionalVisual, 2009
Are you a visual learner? Do you prefer instructions that show you how to do something — and skip the long-winded explanations? If so, then this book is for you. Open it up and you'll find clear, step-by-step screen shots that show you how to tackle more than 135 Flash CS4 Professional tasks. Each task-based spread covers a single...
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TMS 2019 148th Annual Meeting & Exhibition Supplemental Proceedings (The Minerals, Metals & Materials Series)Springer, 2019

	
		Based on experimental observation, ab initio molecular dynamics was
	
		usedtoinvestigatethedissolutionofinterfacialironoxidesinhotcompressivebond-
	
		ing (HCB). The surface analysis indicated that there was reoxidation at the unclosed
	
		iron surface during the sample heating in HCB. The bonding of pre-oxidized iron
	
		was...
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iPhone App Development: The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2010

	
		Anyone with programming experience can learn how to write an iPhone app. But if you want to build a great app, there's a lot more to it than simple coding: you also need to know how design and market your creation. This easy-to-follow guide walks you through the entire process, from sketching out your idea to promoting the...
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A Variational Approach to Fracture and Other Inelastic PhenomenaSpringer, 2013

	This book exposes a number of mathematical models for fracture of growing difficulty. All models are treated in a unified way, based on incremental energy minimization. They differ from each other by the assumptions made on the inelastic part of the total energy, here called the "cohesive energy". Each model describes a specific...
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Assessment of Feigned Cognitive Impairment: A Neuropsychological PerspectiveThe Guilford Press, 2007

	
		Comprehensive and user friendly, this book synthesizes the growing literature on symptom feigning in cognitive testing and translates it into evidence-based recommendations for clinical and forensic practice. A wide range of cognitive effort assessment techniques and strategies are critically...
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Applied Ontology Engineering in Cloud Services, Networks and Management SystemsSpringer, 2012

	Metadata standards in today’s ICT sector are proliferating at unprecedented levels, while automated information management systems collect and process exponentially increasing quantities of data. With interoperability and knowledge exchange identified as a core challenge in the sector, this book examines the role ontology engineering...
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